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Hepatitis A outbreak in Australia linked to
imported Medjool dates, June–September 2021
Caitlin O’Neill, Neil Franklin, Alan Edwards, Tania Martin, Jacinta O’Keefe, Kathy Jackson, Nevada Pingault, Keira Glasgow

Abstract
Imported, minimally processed food products have been historically associated with several hepatitis A outbreaks in Australia. Here, we report the first known hepatitis A outbreak in Australia linked
to consumption of imported fresh Medjool dates. Between June and September 2021, six genetically
identical hepatitis A cases were notified in New South Wales and the Australian Capital Territory. All
cases reported date consumption during their exposure period. The implicated dates were positive
for hepatitis A virus (HAV) by reverse transcription polymerase chain reaction. Rapid detection of
this outbreak and the swift implementation of control measures was facilitated by two key factors.
Firstly, Australian international border closures implemented in response to the COVID-19 pandemic meant that a common locally-acquired, as opposed to travel-acquired, source for cases was
strongly suspected. Secondly, prompt awareness of a hepatitis A outbreak in the United Kingdom
(which was found to be associated with date consumption) allowed for early hypothesis generation
and investigation. This paper details the epidemiological and microbiological factors involved in this
outbreak investigation and the actions taken to mitigate public health risk.
Keywords: Foodborne infections; viral infections; hepatitis A; hepatitis A virus; outbreaks; surveillance; epidemiology; Australia

Introduction
Background

Rarely, hepatitis A infection can lead to fulminant hepatic failure which is associated with
significant mortality.4

Hepatitis A is an acute, typically self-limiting
illness caused by the hepatitis A Virus (HAV).
The infection is almost entirely transmitted via
the faecal-oral route; either through ingesting
contaminated food or water, through sexual
activity involving exposure to faeces, or by consumption of faecal material transferred from
contaminated surfaces of the hands of an infectious case.1 The disease initially presents with
onset of prodromal symptoms including fatigue,
malaise, anorexia, nausea, vomiting, fever,
and abdominal discomfort followed several
days later by dark-coloured urine, pale stools,
jaundice and pruritis.2 The incubation period
ranges from 15 to 50 days, and the majority of
those infected are symptomatic of the disease.3

Persons susceptible to hepatitis A infection
include those who have not been vaccinated or
those who have not previously had the disease;
prior infection confers lifelong immunity.1
Globally, risk factors for acquisition include
international travel, men who have sex with
men (MSM), household contact with an infectious case, illicit drug use, exposure to childcare
centres or residential institutions, and exposure
to contaminated food or water.5,6 Infection can
be prevented through optimal hygiene and sanitary measures, including vigilant handwashing
and safe food handling practices.7 Vaccination
is a highly effective preventative measure and is
recommended for populations with identified
risk factors.8
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Hepatitis A is not endemic in Australia, and
history of international travel to an endemic
area still remains the greatest risk factor for
hepatitis A acquisition in cases diagnosed in
Australia. Between 2012 and 2016, the yearly
mean of hepatitis A notified in Australia was 182
cases, and during this same period, the yearly
mean for overseas-acquired hepatitis A was 135
cases (74%).6
Between May 2020 and June 2021, when this
outbreak was detected, Australia’s international
borders were closed in response to the coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic,
during which time there was less than one
hepatitis A case per month nationally. Until
June 2021, all cases notified in New South Wales
(NSW) during this border closure period were
linked to returning citizens, except one, which
was linked to consumption of a previouslyrecalled imported frozen food. There were no
notifications of hepatitis A among residents of
the Australian Capital Territory (ACT) in this
border closure period.
Australia has experienced several large hepatitis
A outbreaks linked to contaminated food over
the last 25 years. In 1997, there was a large
outbreak linked to oysters.9 Over a decade later,
in 2009, there was an outbreak associated with
imported semi-dried tomatoes.2,10 More recently,
there have been several outbreaks linked to consumption of frozen, ready-to-eat berries,11,12 and
frozen imported pomegranate arils.3
This article describes the epidemiological and
microbiological factors that led to the identification of a hepatitis A outbreak in Australia linked
to imported Medjool dates in June 2021, as well
as control measures introduced to mitigate
ongoing public health risk.

Outbreak detection
In late June 2021, a person with hepatitis A
and no travel history was notified to the New
South Wales Department of Health (NSW
Health). At the time of notification, the possible connection to dates was considered in the
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context of a recently-published article regarding a hepatitis A outbreak associated with
date consumption occurring in England and
Wales between January and April 2021.13 The
case reported fresh Medjool date consumption
during their exposure period, but was unable
to identify the product to assist traceback. In
response, the Australian jurisdictional network
of foodborne epidemiologists (OzFoodNet)
agreed to add dates as a potential risk food to
the national hepatitis A questionnaire.
On 12 July 2021 an Australian reference laboratory, Microbiological Diagnostic Unit Public
Health Laboratory (MDU-PHL), advised that
this case was genomically identical to the reference outbreak sequence in the United Kingdom
linked to Jordanian dates, NC_001489.1. This
sequence was provided by Public Health
England in the published article, and downloaded by MDU-PHL from the Genbank genetic
sequence database. Several weeks later, on 2
August 2021, a second case of locally-acquired
hepatitis A in New South Wales was reported
as being a 100% match with the NSW index
case; forming a new NSW hepatitis A cluster,
‘2021 Cluster A’. Notably, both cases reported
fresh Medjool date consumption within their
respective exposure periods upon interview. In
the weeks following the linking of the first two
cases, three more locally-acquired hepatitis A
cases in New South Wales, and one case in the
Australian Capital Territory, joined this cluster
on genotyping. These cases also reported a history of fresh Medjool date consumption.

Methods
Case investigation
All possible cases of hepatitis A are notified
and investigated upon initial notification in
New South Wales and the Australian Capital
Territory under jurisdictional public health
legislation: Public Health Act (NSW) 2010, and
Public Health Act (ACT) 1997. Public health
staff determined case status by correlating
laboratory evidence with a person’s clinical
and epidemiological history. If a person met
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the national probable or confirmed hepatitis A
surveillance case definition,2,14 a full case interview using a standardised national hepatitis A
questionnaire was completed. Interviews collected information about case demographics,
clinical information, vaccination history, food
and non-food risk factors during the exposure
period, occupation information, and information about contacts.

Epidemiological investigation
A confirmed outbreak case was defined as any
person who had (i) HAV detected by reverse
transcription polymerase chain reaction
(RT-PCR), (ii) an isolate sequenced as genotype
IB and highly related to the index case of NSW
hepatitis A cluster, ‘2021 Cluster A’, and (iii)
onset of symptoms since 1 June 2021. Samples
were considered to be ‘highly related’ if they had
≥ 99.5% sequence identity, ≥ 50% coverage, and
a collection date within 24 months of the period
in which genomic results were reported.
Upon suspicion of a local outbreak, active casefinding commenced in NSW. This included
distribution of a clinician alert requesting that
general practitioners (GPs) and emergency
departments (EDs) test patients presenting
with hepatitis A symptoms and a history of date
consumption. A laboratory alert was also sent to
all microbiology directors of public and private
pathology laboratories across NSW.

Microbiological analysis of clinical samples
All six cases identified as part of the outbreak
were initially notified to public health authorities upon a positive HAV immunoglobulin M
(IgM) serology result; these serology results
were from a mix of public and private laboratories. All serum specimens were then sent to the
tertiary referral laboratory, Victorian Infectious
Diseases Reference Laboratory (VIDRL), to
undergo HAV RT-PCR testing and genotyping. Nucleic acid was extracted from sera and
tested using the HAV RT-PCR RealStar® kit,
manufactured by Altona Diagnostics, Germany.
The limit of detection of the RT-PCR assay was
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500 IU/ml.15 The RT-PCR testing was completed using the HAVNET protocol, established
by the Department of Virology Centre for
Infectious Disease Control, National Institute
for Public Health and the Environment in the
Netherlands.16 This protocol guides detection
and sequencing methods of HAV to improve the
comparability of shared sequences globally.

Genomic analysis
VIDRL also performed sequencing of the HAV
genomes under the HAVNET protocol. Using
the sequence analysis program SeqScape version
2.1.1 (Applied Biosystems™, Life Technologies,
Ltd, Paisley, United Kingdom), a consensus
sequence was generated for all isolates by resequencing the forward and reverse sequence
strands of the amplicon of sample to the stored
reference HAV genome sequence NC_001489.1
from GenBank. The genotype of each sequence
was determined using BLAST (Basic Local
Alignment Search Tool) where the assigned
genotype is the genotype of highest ranked hit,
by similarity and coverage, to a database containing the reference genome sequence for each
of the current HAV genotypes. For phylogenetic
analyses, HAVNET sequences obtained from
the 6 patient samples as well as genotype IB
isolates previously sequenced at VIDRL, were
multi-sequence aligned with full-length HAV
sequences downloaded from GenBank using
the MAFFT programme implemented in the
bioinformatics software platform Geneious
v7.1.9.i,17,18 The alignments were then manually
trimmed to the same length of the amplicon
sequences. A maximum likelihood phylogenetic
tree of the hepatitis A virus (HAV) VP1-2A
region (460nt) was generated using the T92 + G
substitution model, with 1,000 bootstrap replicates using MEGAX.19

i
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Results

Microbiological analysis of
environmental samples
Officers of the NSW Department of Primary
Industries collected a 1 kilogram unopened
box of the suspected Medjool dates obtained
from a Sydney supermarket. The Australian
Government National Measurement Institute
(NMI) facilitated the initial testing; this sample
was initially separated into ten subsamples of
25 grams. The ‘ISO/TS Specification 15216-1’
method was used to attempt viral extraction
first, with the Qiagen Viral RNA Minikit.20 Each
subsample was rinsed and the rinsate from each
submitted for HAV RNA sequence detection at
NMI, using ‘genesig HAV RT-PCR detection’.
Quality controls (positive and negative) were
included in the analytical sequence to ensure
extraction and assay performance. The RNA
extract was then sent to a tertiary referral laboratory, VIDRL, in Melbourne, Victoria to attempt
sequencing under the HAVNET protocol.

Epidemiological Investigation
Between 1 June and 30 September 2021, six
confirmed hepatitis A cases residing in NSW
and one confirmed case residing in the ACT
were notified to public health authorities; all
but one were part of this outbreak. The median
age of cases was 26 years old (range 15 to 53
years old), 83% male (n = 5/6). Clinical onset
of cases as part of this outbreak ranged from 12
June 2021 to 10 September 2021 (Figure 1). Four
cases (67%) required hospitalisation. Nil deaths
occurred (Table 1).
Case interviews revealed that all six had consumed dates within their exposure periods.
Critically, case 3 was able to report a very
specific brand of imported dates from Jordan.
This information prompted the investigation
team to attempt re-interviewing case 1 and 2 to

Figure 1: Hepatitis A ‘2021 Cluster A’ cases by week of clinical onset, NSW and ACT, 12 June –
10 September 2021
2
ACT

NSW

Hepatitis A cases (n)

a

1

0

Week of symptom onset

a

Consumer-level recall of implicated batch of dates issued, 6 August 2021.
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Table 1: Hepatitis A ‘2021 cluster A’ clinical factors, NSW and ACT, Australia, 12 June – 10
September 2021
Factor

Result
Cases (n)

Percent of cases

IgM detection

6

100%

RT-PCR detection

6

100%

Hospitalisation

4

67%

Deaths

0

0%

elicit whether any descriptive information could
identify a relationship between the dates eaten
by case 3 and the two earlier cases. Information
collected from case 2 supported a link to the
same brand of dates as case 3. The information
was provided to NSW Department of Primary
Industries Biosecurity and Food Safety to
assist with sampling and evidence collection.
Following the instigation of outbreak control
measures, case 4 confirmed that they had
consumed dates purchased from one specific
retailer who was known to sell the recalled batch
of dates, thus adding to the body of evidence of
one implicated date brand. Case 6, from the
ACT, also confirmed that they had consumed
dates purchased from a retailer known to sell
the recalled brand of dates; however, the environmental investigation could not confirm they
consumed the recalled batch. The dates consumed by case 1 and 5 remained unspecified.

Laboratory investigation of clinical and
environmental samples
All six cases met the confirmed outbreak case
definition. Genomic sequencing of serum samples for these cases revealed they were all genotype IB, these sequences were highly related to
each other, and the HAV strain was identical to
the outbreak reference sequence identified by
the United Kingdom Food Standards Agency
in their investigation of a hepatitis A outbreak
earlier in 2021 in England and Wales, which
was found to be associated with consumption of Medjool dates imported from Jordan
(Figure 2).21 A representative sequence for this
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Australian outbreak, 2021_VIDRL_6370 was
submitted to Genbank, accession number
OP157152.
Two of the ten subsamples of dates had HAV
detected by RT-PCR at NMI, NSW, where initial testing was conducted. This RNA extract
was sent to VIDRL to attempt sequencing; however, this was unable to be performed because
VIDRL was unable to generate a PCR product,
even after concentrating. The remaining eight
subsamples tested negative.

Outbreak control measures
On 5 August 2021, the Australian importer of
the fresh Medjool dates produced in Jordan conducted a consumer-level recall.22 Concurrently,
a media release was issued by NSW Health
advising the public of the recall, and recommending persons who had consumed the implicated product to watch for symptoms and seek
medical attention if these appeared.
The Australian importer of the Jordanian
product distributed the recalled batch of dates
into New South Wales and Victoria. As there
was one outbreak case in the Australian Capital
Territory, who reported consuming dates
purchased from a store within the ACT only,
it is thought that these dates may have been
distributed to the ACT through an unidentified
third party.
As the product had been imported into Australia,
the (then) Australian Government Department
of Agriculture, Water and the Environment
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Figure 2: A maximum likelihood phylogenetic tree of the hepatitis A virus (HAV) VP1-2A region
(460nt) of the six Australian outbreak sequences associated with consumption of dates, in a
background of HAV genotype IB sequences referred to VIDRL in the past 7 years

a

The tree was generated using the T92 + G substitution model, with 1,000 bootstrap replicates using MEGAX.19 Significant bootstrap
values (> 70%) are reported. Accession numbers of the sequences downloaded from Genbank are indicated on the tree, including the
reference sequence from the UK date outbreak (OD998296 HAV GTIb UK VRD21 HAV009). The HAV sequences isolated at VIDRL have
the country of origin indicated (where known) and the six NSW and ACT outbreak sequences are denoted with a red square.

(DAWE)ii was advised of the outbreak, through
the Bi-National Food Safety Network (BFSN).
To minimise the risk of additional hepatitis A
infections, on 6 August 2021 DAWE placed a
holding order on Medjool dates imported from
the Jordanian supplier under the Imported
Food Control Act 1992.23 This meant that, upon
import into Australia, any future consignments
of dates sourced from this Jordanian supplier
ii

would be held at the Australian border until the
competent government authority in Jordan provided assurance that the risk of HAV contamination posed by the dates had been mitigated.
That holding order has since been lifted.

As of 1 July 2022, DAWE was superseded by the Australian
Government Department of Agriculture, Fisheries and
Forestry (DAFF).
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Discussion
Between 1 June and 30 September 2021, six
cases of hepatitis A were linked to this outbreak
from two jurisdictions in Australia. All cases
were genotype IB, had an identical genetic
sequence, and reported consuming Medjool
dates during their exposure period. Four of the
six cases reported either eating the implicated
brand of dates, or consuming dates purchased
from a venue which sold the implicated brand. A
sample of the implicated brand of dates also had
HAV detected by RT-PCR. A range of outbreak
control measures were initiated, including a
consumer-level recall for the implicated brand
of Medjool dates, an emergency holding order
for the food product to stop additional product
being imported, and a public media alert warning people against consumption of the dates.
The speed at which the source was identified
was assisted by two key factors. Firstly, the outbreak occurred when Australian borders were
closed to the majority of international visitors
as a response to controlling the COVID-19
pandemic risk. Without the usual occurrence
of hepatitis A infections in people infected
overseas, this spatiotemporal cluster of cases
had a higher than usual index of suspicion
that infections were caused by a contaminated
food source available in Australia. Secondly,
the recent publication of a report regarding an
outbreak of hepatitis A in England and Wales
linked to imported dates from Jordan had
alerted Australian public health investigators to
the possibility of imported dates as a possible
source.13 The publication prompted a review
of the national surveillance questionnaire for
hepatitis A, in which a question about date consumption was immediately added.24 Without the
rapid outbreak publication in Eurosurveillance
written by international colleagues,13 the link to
dates among the Australian cases may not have
been identified quickly, which could have prolonged public exposure to the source. This demonstrates the benefit to the international public
health community of sharing outbreak investigation findings through formal publications,
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in addition to the deposition of sequence data
into public genome databases, especially with
increasing levels of globalised food supply.
One significant finding in this outbreak investigation was the fact that the HAV outbreak
strain linked to dates in Australia was identical
to the HAV outbreak reference strain linked to
dates in England and Wales. Upon notification
of this finding, Australian investigators engaged
the Public Health England investigating team
to determine how the two clusters might be
linked; unexpectedly, no common grower,
manufacturer or importer could be identified.
Jordanian authorities advised that the batches
of dates implicated in each outbreak had been
picked and processed months apart, and had
come from different farms along the Jordan
River. One possible explanation for the common strain in different outbreaks caused by
the same food product is that this represents
an endemic, circulating strain in the country
of origin. Alternatively, there may be an unidentified common source between these farms,
such as ongoing person-to-person transmission
among date harvesters. As the source has not
been identified, there remains an ongoing risk
that outbreaks linked to HAV-contaminated
dates may occur in other markets.
There were some limitations in this outbreak
investigation. Firstly, the inability to sequence
the positive date sample meant that human
sequences were unable to be genetically linked
to the implicated food product. HAV is notoriously difficult to detect in food because of low
levels of contamination, and because many food
matrices contain substances that are inhibitory
to RT-PCR;25 thus to maximise the chances of
detecting HAV in the dates in this investigation, the date samples were first rinsed and the
rinsate tested. Despite an inability to perform
sequencing, the detection of HAV in the date
sample, in addition to confirmation of date
consumption by all six cases, meant that there
was sufficient epidemiological evidence to initiate a product recall. Another key limitation in
this investigation was the fact that only one date
sample was tested.
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There are also several limitations to consider in
assessing the magnitude and duration of this
outbreak. The magnitude may have been underestimated considering some individuals infected
with hepatitis A remain asymptomatic and
therefore are not tested; although greater than
70% of adults infected with hepatitis A present
with symptoms, most cases less than six years
old are asymptomatic.7 Additionally, altered
healthcare-seeking behaviour influenced by the
COVID-19 pandemic could have had a similar
effect. The perceived risk of acquiring COVID19 may have meant patients were less likely to
present to medical services for diagnosis and
treatment of non-COVID disorders; this impact
was not limited to patients with infectious
diseases, but also patients with malignancies,
surgical issues, trauma, stroke, and acute coronary syndromes.26,27 In assessing this outbreak’s
duration, it is important to note that the potential
for further cases remains. Despite the initiation
of outbreak control measures, it is possible the
product is being kept in fridges and freezers and
the contaminated product could be consumed
months after the recall. Furthermore, because
the dates are a minimally-processed food
product, able to be consumed fresh, this means
that the risk of viral exposure is greater than if
it were a product requiring further cooking or
heating. Consequently, clinical suspicion and
patient assessment in future locally-acquired
hepatitis A cases should encompass questioning
regarding Medjool date consumption.

medium or high risk to public health are classified as ‘risk foods’ and listed in the Imported
Food Control Order 2019 (Cth).31,32 Some examples of these foods include ready-to-eat frozen
pomegranate arils and ready-to-eat frozen berries, which have previously been associated with
hepatitis A outbreaks in Australia.3,11,12
Considering outbreaks in both Australia and the
United Kingdom linked to Medjool dates, the
authors recommend that further investigations
are required to understand the food safety risks
associated with fresh Medjool dates and that
consideration of additional risk management
measures in Australia regarding the importation of Medjool dates may be required.
In conclusion, this report details a locallyacquired outbreak of hepatitis A likely caused
by consumption of imported Medjool dates. It
highlights how the sharing of foodborne outbreak information at an international level can
assist investigations at a local level. Similarly, it
demonstrates the value of genomic sequences
being accessible internationally to facilitate
rapid identification of an outbreak source
locally. Lastly, it affirms that there should
continue to be a high index of suspicion for
imported minimally-processed food products
as the potential causative agents in future hepatitis A outbreaks in Australia, and highlights
Medjool dates as a new potential risk food for
hepatitis A transmission.

Previous hepatitis A outbreaks in Australia
have been associated with imported food products,3,10 and with specific populations including
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander individuals,28 homeless youth and injecting drug users,29
and MSM.30 In Australia, the risk of outbreak
propagation by imported foods is controlled
through legislation, with the Imported Food
Control Act 1992 requiring imported foods to
be safe for human consumption and compliant
with Australia’s food standards. To verify the
safety and compliance of imported food, DAFF
operates a risk-based border inspection scheme,
with high-risk food subject to greater scrutiny.
Foods that Food Standards Australia New
Zealand (FSANZ) has advised pose a potential
8 of 12
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